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"I decided to write about different places that 
I would like to visit and that fascinate me."

Collaborative poem - "The idea was both of our
making, as we wanted to write something that to

unkown places would be you taking."

"I started by thinking about a joke that I thought
was funny. Then, I wove a story around that."

"My piece uses quotes from this play (Waiting for
Godot by Samuel Beckett) to talk about how it feels to
wait for normal to be restored during the pandemic."

"A poem about a village near the woods that
explores the extent of human imagination."

"Poem based on India’s unprecedented world cup win
in 1983. It captures the path to the team's victory

and its impact on the outlook of our country today."

"(Poem) about layers of human personality, and
the different kinds.  "



I really enjoyed andlearnt a lot from all theperformances! Thankyou for this outstandingexperience!

What a variety of
writing, performances
and talent! Covered so

many genres and
delivered so confidently,
in each person’s unique

style. Truly a treat!

Amazing job done

by the writers.

Enjoyed the

different range of

pieces.

Really enjoyed this

session and listening to

all you budding poets &

authors. Fabulous work

and very thought

provoking too. Loved the

satires. Great job

everyone. Take a bow!

What wonderful
performances!! Each one
unique and interesting.
Love the energy that all
the performers brought

to the session..

What a fun morning....enjoyedeach one of your wonderfulpresentations and the varied
genres made it ever so

entertaining
The effort put in by all of youdefinitely came through...so

keep writing and keep
reciting!

Thank you all for sharing
your wonderful writing

with us!  


